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The Almighty Dragon General Chapter 5226-James had gained a lot of 
attention, and many people were wondering how he would fight an opponent 
at the Petit Celestial Rank without his comrades. 

A cultivator’s rank was not the only criterion to measure strength. In fact, 
powerhouses at the same rank would have varied strength. Those with talent 
and greater comprehension abilities would master Supernatural Powers much 
more easily. It was only natural for those with better backgrounds to be much 
stronger than other cultivators at the same rank. 

Ladon hovered in the sky with his hands behind him, staring at James 
contemptuously. 

James, on the other hand, was relatively relaxed. Although his opponent was 
from the Supremusseum, he was not afraid. He looked at Ladon and said 
calmly, “Have you heard of the Feimsurge Art?” 

‘The Feimsurge Art?” Ladon was surprised. 

His goal for coming to the Dieux Academy was precisely for the Feimsurge 
Art. 

The other living beings that had occupied cities in the Arena World were also 
bewildered. 

‘The Feimsurge Art?” 

“Why would he suddenly bring up the Feimsurge Art?” Meanwhile, the Dieux 
Academy’s powerhouses were overjoyed. 

“Did he really comprehend it?” 

“Haha! Amazing!” 

Ladon recomposed himself and asked, “Of course, I’ve heard about the 
Feimsurge Art. It’s the Dieux Academy’s Supernatural Power. It’s also said to 
be one of the top ten Supernatural Powers that exists in all planes.” 

Many powerhouses existed throughout the Central Plane, as well as other 
planes. Since ancient times, many legendary figures have stood out and 



created exceptional Supernatural Powers. The Feimsurge Art being 
recognized as one of the top ten was enough to prove how remarkable it was. 

James said with a smile, “Everyone has only heard myths of the Feimsurge 
Art and desperately wants to know what it is like. Today, I’ll let you witness its 
strength.” 

Ladon burst out laughing and mocked him, saying, “You’re bluff is too much. 
The Feimsurge Art is the Dieux Academy*s Supernatural Power. Only a 
handful of the academy’s members have seen it. Even so, nobody has ever 
managed to cultivate it. I’d like to see how a human from a low-level plane will 
perform the Feimsurge Art.” 

James smiled faintly in response to his ridicule. 

The participants in the Arena World were puzzled by James’ remark. 
However, the Dieux Academy’s powerhouses were looking forward to it. 

James said calmly, “The Feimsurge Art is divided into six stages. 

‘The first stage is a physical enhancement.” 

After speaking, mysterious inscriptions emerged from his body and 
transformed into magical powers. The power enveloped his body, and his 
physical body transformed. 

In just a short moment, James’ physical strength improved significantly. Then, 
he continued, saying, ‘The second stage is a blood enhancement.” 

Immediately afterward, his bloodline power transformed and grew much more 
potent. 

‘The third stage is a soul enhancement, followed by the fourth stage, strength 
enhancement.” 

James’ soul and strength increased continuously as his voice permeated the 
area. 
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aura had reached the Petit Celestial Rank, and his strength had surpassed 
Ladon. 



Out of the Feimsurge Art’s six stages, James had only mastered four since he 
had not acquired the inscriptions hidden within the ten cities. The last two 
stages were incredibly difficult. Even though he was Lord Supremus in his 
past life and had unparalleled strength, he knew it would not be easy to 
comprehend the final two stages. 

At that moment, James seemed strange. It looked like he had gone beyond 
their world and was a higher being than them. Although he was floating in the 
void, it gave everyone an unreal feeling. 

James was surrounded by mysterious inscriptions, which boosted his 
strength. 

They enhanced his physical body, bloodline power, soul, and strength. Even 
though he was only at the Sovereign Third Rank, he exuded the aura of a 
powerhouse at the Petit Celestial Rank. 

The Dieux Academy’s powerhouses were astonished. 

Xhemal’s whole body trembled uncontrollably as he said, “I- It’s really the 
Feimsurge Art. I’ve spent countless years trying to comprehend it but only 
reached the first stage. Not only did Forty-nine sense the Feimsurge 
Inscriptions used to form the spiritual mountains, but he completely 
understood them and reached the fourth stage in such a short time. 

“He’s a genius! We must recruit him into our academy! He’ll definitely become 
a strong foundation of the Dieux Academy.” 

Xhemal was overwhelmed with excitement and spoke in one breath. After 
catching his breath, he continued, saying,” From what I know, the first four 
stages are pretty ordinary. Although they can help a weaker cultivator gain 
tremendous strength, it isn’t of much help to stronger cultivators. 

However, the last two stages are the real miraculous part of the Feimsurge 
Art.” 

Jorah stared at James dumbfoundedly and said,” Throughout the Dieux 
Academy’s history, there was only one person who had cultivated the 
Feimsurge Art to the fourth stage. Unfortunately, he never reached the fifth 
stage. 

‘The fifth stage is called Immortality, and the sixth stage is Eternity. 



“However, they’ve remained as a myth for a very long time, and nobody has 
ever reached them.” 

The Dieux Academy’s powerhouses were astonished and overjoyed to see 
James perform the Feimsurge Art. 

Inside the Arena World, James stretched his body. After sensing the power 
flowing through his body, he smiled faintly. 

Ladon quickly calmed down and snorted, “Even if the Feimsurge Art is 
exceptional and can improve your strength, you’re cultivation rank is still low. 

You won’t be able to sustain his stage for a very long time. Plus, I doubt you 
can completely control the power of the Petit Celestial Rank. I’ll still be able to 
kill you without much effort.” 

James laughed. “Haha. You’re ignorant.” 

“Die!” Ladon’s face darkened. He quickly flashed in front of James and swung 
his fist. 

Suddenly, countless spectral fists appeared and bombarded James. However, 
he stayed in place and allowed Ladon’s attacks to fall. 

James’ physical body was already pretty strong. Now that he had used the 
Feimsurge Art, he was even more formidable. Even if Ladon attacked with all 
his strength, he could not cause any harm. 

“What the hell?” Ladon attacked consecutively but was startled when he 
realized his attacks were not dealing any damage. 

“Is the Feimsurge Art really that strong?” Ladon was shocked. 

The Feimsurge Art was known as one of the top ten Supernatural Powers. 
Since ancient times, nobody has been able to perform it. After witnessing how 
strong it was, he was amazed. 
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unable to injure James. He was completely dumbfounded. 

James’ physical body was incredibly tough, and even the strength of the Petit 
Celestial Rank was unable to hurt him. 



With James’ current strength, he could kill an opponent at the Great Celestial 
Rank with the addition of his Supernatural Powers. 

“Huff.” James took a deep breath. 

He was relieved to finally acquire the strength to fight a powerhouse at the 
Great Celestial Rank. There were countless powerhouses in the Central 
Plane. 

It would be hard for him to accomplish anything if he were too weak. 

“W-Where did you learn the Dieux Academy’s Feimsurge Art from?” Ladon 
looked at James stubbornly and asked, “Have you already joined the Dieux 
Academy a long time ago?” 

James replied smilingly, ‘The Dieux Academy hid the Feimsurge Art inside the 
Arena World. You just didn’t find it.” 

Ladon shouted in disbelief, “Impossible! Even if they were hidden in the Arena 
World, how could you have comprehended it within such a short period?” 

The other participants watching from the other cities also found it hard to 
believe. Since ancient times, many members of the Dieux Academy have tried 
to cultivate the Feimsurge Art. 

However, nobody had successfully comprehended it. The fact that James had 
cultivated it so quickly was hard to swallow. 

Even the Dieux Academy’s powerhouses were in disbelief. However, they had 
no choice but to believe it after witnessing it. 

Ladon said coldly, “You’ve many tricks. I’d like to see how strong you are.” 

Swoosh! 

He waved his hand, and a white light appeared. Then, it materialized into a 
dazzling long sword. 

The sword’s blade was white, and a cloud could be seen flowing through it. 

“It’s the Supremusse Sword.” 

The Dieux Academy’s powerhouses were surprised. 



“It’s the Supremusseum’s legendary sword.” 

“I didn’t expect Quirijn to have given the Supremusse Sword to Ladon.” “I 
heard the Supremusseum’s founder crafted the sword. He collected the 
Genesis Power of countless planes and some unparalleled materials to make 
it.” 

“It’s the Supremusseum’s greatest weapon.” 

“Out of all weapons that exist, it’s one of the best.” 

“I heard the Supremusse Sword is at the Holy Celestial Rank.” 

“I wonder how much of the sword’s power Ladon can exert.” 

“This battle is going to be exciting. It’s the Feimsurge Art against the 
Supremusse Sword. Which one of them is stronger?” 

There was a lot of discussion in the Dieux Academy’s main hall. 

James was stunned to see the Supremusse Sword, and he trembled ever so 
slightly. 

Ladon noticed James’ shivering body and thought his opponent was 
frightened. 

“Meet the Supremusse Sword, Forty-nine. It’s the Supremusseum’s strongest 
treasure.” 

Ladon was full of confidence. With the Supremusse Sword, he could even 
take on a powerhouse at the Great Celestial Rank. 

James’ face darkened, and he clenched his fists. He had crafted the 
Supremusse Sword, and it belonged to him. 
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lengths to craft the Supremusse Sword. Yet, it had ended up in someone 
else’s hands. 

“I’d like to see if your body can withstand the Supremusse Sword.” Ladon 
gripped the Supremusse Sword, full of confidence. Suddenly, he unleashed a 
powerful Sword Energy, which contained the Genesis Power of countless 
planes. 



His attack caused tremors throughout the Arena World, and the realm felt like 
it was about to fall apart. 

‘The Supremusse Sword is really powerful,” Xhemal exclaimed while 
reinforcing the Arena World. 

James immediately became serious after Ladon pulled out the Supremusse 
Sword. He knew the Supremusse Sword’s strength really well. Although he 
could easily retrieve the sword, it would expose his identity and attract his 
former enemies. 

While James was in thought, the Sword Energy had gotten close. At the same 
time, Ladon had appeared with the Supremusse Sword and slashed out. 

James stood calmly in place. He raised his hand, then concentrated his 
powers and inscriptions to form a protective barrier. 

Boom! 

The Sword Energy struck the protective barrier. Immediately afterward, the 
Supremusse Sword also fell. 

James’ protective barrier was shattered and slashed at James. 

However, the sword had struck an afterimage. James’ real body had already 
appeared in the distance. Even so, a bloody wound had formed across his 
chest, and a few of his bones were exposed. 

‘The Supremusse Sword is terrifying.” “Before this, Ladon could not even 
scratch Forty-nine when he used all his strength. After wielding the 
Supremusse Sword, he easily injured him.” 

The other participants watching the battle were shocked and began pondering 
whether they stood a chance against Ladon, who had the Supremusse Sword. 

They thought about what kind of Supernatural Powers and means they had to 
use to stand against the Supremusse Sword. 

“It seems the Supremusse Sword is stronger.” 

“Not necessarily. It’s not the Feimsurge Art that’s too weak. It’s Forty-nine.” 
Many powerhouses debated on the battle. 



Meanwhile, James lowered his head and examined the wound on his chest. 
He was not surprised the Supremusse Sword managed to injure his current 
body. 

After all, he was the one who crafted it, and he was familiar with its power. 

Ladon chuckled when he saw James injured. “Haha. Nobody dares to look 
down on the Supremusse Sword. It was created by the Supremusseum’s 
founder with the Genesis Powers of countless planes. The Supremusse 
Sword contains the powers of countless planes, even including the Central 
Plane. 

Having it is equivalent to having cultivated the Genesis Path Scripture.” 

“Ha!” James sneered. 

He thought, ‘How could the Supremusse Sword be equivalent to the Genesis 
Path Scripture? The Genesis Path Scripture is divided into two parts. The first 
part is about cultivating Genesis Power. The Supremusse Sword’s power is 
only equivalent to the Genesis Path Scripture’s first half. 

‘The Genesis Path Scripture’s second half is the real core. It’s a pity I can’t 
use the Genesis Path Scripture’s Supernatural Powers.’ Ladon boasted, “Do 
you even know about the Genesis Path Scripture? It’s the best Supernatural 
Power ever to exist. It’s stronger than the Dieux Academy’s Feimsurge Art. I 
won’t even need the Genesis Path Scripture to deal with you. 

The Supremusse Sword is more than enough.” 
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had cultivated the Supremusseum’s Genesis Path Scripture. 

Nobody knew that James had never passed on the Genesis Path Scripture to 
anyone else, not even to his confidants. It was only in his current life that he 
had taught it to others. He left the Genesis Path Scripture to the Endlos’ 
Human Race. In the future, the humans that leave the Endlos Planes would 
be powerhouses profound in the Genesis Path Scripture. 

However, nobody was aware of the truth. The other participants were startled 
after hearing Ladon’s claim. Even Wubbe from the Elysium Hall sighed and 
said, “I don’t think I’ll stand a chance against Ladon if he has the Supremusse 
Sword and Genesis Path Scripture.” 



James, on the other hand, looked at Ladon indifferently. Meanwhile, his 
injuries healed rapidly. 

“So you’re confident you’ll defeat me?” James asked calmly. 

Ladon replied arrogantly, “Defeating you is too easy.” 

With the Supremusse Sword, Ladon had the utmost confidence in victory. 

“Let’s make a bet,” James proposed. 

Intrigued, Ladon asked, “Oh? What’s on the line?” 

James pointed at Ladon’s sword and said, “I want the Supremusse Sword.” 

Ladon was slightly taken aback. He did not own the Supremusse Sword. His 
father lent it to him temporarily, and he had to return it after being recruited as 
a disciple of the Dieux Academy. 

He quickly recomposed and asked curiously, “And what’s in it for me?” 

James answered, “The Feimsurge Art and Thaddeus Holiness’ Tressencia 
Completare Art.” 

‘Thaddeus Holiness?” Ladon was surprised. The name was very familiar to 
him but, at the same time, very unfamiliar. He had heard of Thaddeus 
Holiness more than once. 

However, he had never seen Thaeddeus in person before. 

The Dieux Academy’s powerhouses were thrown into a frenzy. 

‘Thaddeus Holiness?!! Could Forty-nine be a disciple of Thaddeus?!!” 

‘Thaddeus Holiness is a legend in ancient books. Everyone has heard of his 
name before, but nobody has seen him. 

Does he truly exist?” James was confident in showing his Supernatural 
Powers in the Dieux Academy’s assessment since he had already thought 
about a way out. He was going to use Thaddeus Holiness. 



Countless myths and legends exist throughout the numerous planes. 
Thaddeus Holiness was one of them. It was rumored that Thaddeus was one 
of the few who had reached the Holy Celestial Rank. 

Unlike the Dieux Academy’s founder, who was seen by others in the past, 
Thaddeus had never been spotted before. Thus, Thaddeus, whom nobody 
had seen before, was the perfect shield. 

Ladon looked at James and asked, “Y-You’re a disciple of Thaddeus?” 

James did not give him a direct answer. Instead, he said, “A Supernatural 
Power created by Thaddeus is definitely above the Genesis Path Scripture. 
It’s called the Tressencia Completare Art. I had used it in my previous battles.” 

 


